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• CHAPTER 1•

The taekwando people are just warming up and the 
crowed is silent.Then suddenly one them starts 
hitting the bag really fast and really hard and the 
crowed goes wild and the rest of the teakwando 
people join in  the event of teakwando. 

lego crowd



• CHAPTER 2 •

This bridge is from lego land its been here for 6 lego 
years a year is a minute  in lego world it is been 
famous for 3 lego years because it used to be fancy 
and beautiful it is now a fishing dock because the rest 
broke off and it is also made out of stone copper gold 
iron and moss but you may think moss is not a good 
building materiel but it just grew from old ness. 

THE LEGO BRIDGE



• CHAPTER 3  •

The people love the pool especially on a sunny day 
this is the most famous pool in the world of lego land 
it was first made in lego year 7,450 it has been hear  
for 10 lego years but it has been taken care of for a 
long time and forever on.

THE POOL
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the makers of the pool.



• CHAPTER 4 •

There are a sister and brother and there is a giant 
maze. When you walk in you always lose your pants 
and legs. Everyone comes in some come out but the 
rest of the people stay until they find there leggings . 
That’s why every one calls it the legless maze. Lots of 
people think there is a curse on it but its made by 
lego slicers and trip wires but they do use some 
magic when your leggings teleport back on your body 
and no damage is done.

THE LEGLESS MAZE
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• CHAPTER 5 •

this is the biggest lego mask it was the flag of lego 
land but the they made anew one so they cut out 
some holes because the king that built the the flag 
was really tall and really wide he wanted a mask so 
they gave it to the king  and now he loves it and 
never takes it off ever.

THE MASK OF LEGO LAND


